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November 29th is Giving Tuesday.
Your donation will enable BRI to gain
even more ground for healthcare
freedom.
Greetings!

November 22, 2016

Looking back over 2016 with pride and gratitude for all that our committed medical students
and supporters have accomplished, I have never felt as strongly as I do now that continued
engagement in the cause of healthcare policy reform is paying off--and this work merits our
ongoing commitment and focus.
Now more than ever, we have an opportunity to repeal the Affordable Care Act. The ACA is not
living up to its promise of better medical care for more people at lower costs. It is also creating
a burdensome regulatory climate that is burying doctors and healthcare professionals in
paperwork, taking them away from caring for their patients.

Is that what you envision for yourself when you practice
medicine? Is this the experience you want when you go to visit
your doctor? M any doctors are saying, NO! and are leaving the

profession. This is a tragedy for us all -- doctors and patients
alike.

You can help us end the ACA and promote healthcare solutions
that actually DO provide better, affordable medical care.

Click the red box to join and donate.

Click the holly to join BRI or to
donate.

Your memberships and
contributions help BRI
inform medical students
about the joy and promise
of healthcare when
practiced in an atmosphere
of freedom.

Have a question about membership?
There are many benefits to being a BRI member beyond knowing that you are part of the only
organization in the United States committed to informing medical students--our future
doctors--about the joys and promise of medicine practiced in an environment where doctors
are not subject to onerous bureaucracy and regulation.
For as little as $25 for an entire year, you can join BRI and help move positive healthcare
solutions forward.
Learn More

Looking Back . . .

In our complete 2016 End of Year Report you will see all the debates, lectures, conferences and
journal club meetings held thanks to your generous support. We have also been able to send
deserving medical students on scholarship to healthcare policy conferences to further their
understanding and commitment to healthcare freedom thanks to financial gifts from people like you.

Please renew your membership now, and consider making
an additional donation to help us continue our important
work.
READ THE REPORT

In 2013, BRI's first leadership conference was in Philadelphia with a small room of students.
Last year in Washington, DC we held our largest conference to date with almost 50 students.
The word is getting out: Medicine practiced in freedom provides higher quality healthcare, for
more people, at less cost, and with greater patient and doctor satisfaction.
We want that for everyone, forever. Please be part of our movement.
In partnership,

Beth Haynes, MD
Executive Director
Benjamin Rush Institute
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